2014 Presidents’ Athletic Conference (PAC) Women’s Tennis Championship Tournament

FIRST SINGLES

Caroline McGuire – GRO
#1 Seed

Allison Snyder – BET
#8 Seed

Courtney Brennan – W&J
#4 Seed

Rachel Klemash – WAY
#5 Seed

Jackii Hauser – SVC
#3 Seed

Alyssa DeFiglio – TMC
#6 Seed

Sydney Sterner – WES
#2 Seed

Elizabeth Stewart – GEN
#7 Seed

McGuire – GRO

Allison Snyder – BET

Courtney Brennan – W&J

Rachel Klemash – WAY

Jackii Hauser – SVC

Alyssa DeFiglio – TMC

Sydney Sterner – WES

Elizabeth Stewart – GEN

PAC Champion

Sterner – WES

Third Place

Consolation – A

Consolation – B
2014 Presidents’ Athletic Conference (PAC)
Women’s Tennis Championship Tournament

SECOND SINGLES

Mariah Turiano – WES
#1 Seed
Lauren Mittner – THI
#8 Seed
Grace McCarthy – W&J
#4 Seed
Anna Hetzer – TMC
#5 Seed
Kylie Auman – SVC
#3 Seed
Alyssa Daniel – WAY
#6 Seed
Karolina Lagerquist – GRO
#2 Seed
Sara Stoll – GEN
#7 Seed

Turiano – WES
6-2, 6-1

McCarthy – W&J
7-5, 6-3

Auman – SVC
6-3, 6-4

Lagerquist – GRO
6-3, 6-7 (8), 10-2

McCarthy – W&J
6-1, 6-0

Auman – SVC
3-6, 7-5, 6-1

PAC Champion

Third Place

Consolation – A
6-2, 6-2

Consolation – B

Auman – SVC
6-3, 6-0

Consolation – A
6-2, 6-2

Consolation – B
6-3, 6-4

Consolation – A
6-3, 6-7 (8), 10-2

Consolation – B
6-1, 6-0
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THIRD SINGLES

Gabby Eaborn – WES
#1 Seed

Corinna Wolf – BET
#8 Seed

Kathryn Chase – W&J
#4 Seed

Samantha Jensen – GEN
#5 Seed

Janine Jones – GRO
#3 Seed

Emily McDonold – WAY
#6 Seed

Susie Ellis – SVC
#2 Seed

Sara Matczak – THI
#7 Seed

Eaborn – WES

Corinna Wolf – BET

Kathryn Chase – W&J

Samantha Jensen – GEN

Janine Jones – GRO

Emily McDonold – WAY

Susie Ellis – SVC

Sara Matczak – THI

Jensen – GEN

Consolation – A

Jones – GRO

Consolation – B

Third Place

Eaborn – WES

6-0, 6-0

Eaborn – WES

Jensen – GEN

3-6, 7-6 (7-2), 10-5

Jensen – GEN

Jones – GRO

6-2, 6-2

Jones – GRO

Ellis – SVC

6-0, 6-3

Ellis – SVC

6-0, 6-2

Ellis – SVC

PAC Champion

6-2, 6-4
FOURTH SINGLES

Lauren Fling – WES
#1 Seed

Katie Vallone – BET
#8 Seed

Abigail Palmer – W&J
#4 Seed

Ellen Limback – WAY
#5 Seed

Megan Hinds – GEN
#3 Seed

Julie Estridge – TMC
#6 Seed

Linnea Peters – GRO
#2 Seed

Breana Liberoni – SVC
#7 Seed

Fling – WES
6-0, 6-1

Palmer – W&J
4-6, 6-4, 11-9

Hinds – GEN
7-6 (10-8), 6-4

Peters – GRO
7-5, 6-2

Palmer – W&J

Consolation – A

Hinds – GEN

WO, PE

Consolation – B

Third Place
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FIFTH SINGLES

Christijana Vucenovic – WES
#1 Seed
Sam Zwick – TMC
#8 Seed
Brianna Morrison – W&J
#4 Seed
Jennifer Bullock – GEN
#5 Seed
Leah White – GRO
#3 Seed
Madison DuBrock – WAY
#6 Seed
Regina Woloshun – SVC
#2 Seed
Emily Carlton – THI
#7 Seed

Vucenovic – WES
6-0, 6-1
Morrison – W&J
6-4, 6-1
White – GRO
6-1, 6-2
Woloshun – SVC
6-1, 6-3

Consolation – A

Morrison – W&J
Consolation – B
White – GRO
6-4, 6-1

Consolation – B

Third Place

Vucenovic – WES

PAC Champion

Woloshun – SVC
6-1, 6-4

6-1, 6-3
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SIXTH SINGLES

Leah Thomsen – GRO
#1 Seed
Nicole Carlton – THI
#8 Seed
Maria Pallone – WES
#4 Seed
Petina Strickley – TMC
#5 Seed
Hannah Kahn – SVC
#3 Seed
Rachel Wilson – WAY
#6 Seed
Kelly Capone – W&J
#2 Seed
Hilary Kinney – GEN
#7 Seed

A

Thomsen – GRO

6-0, 6-1

7-5, 6-2

Pallone – WES

6-1, 6-3

Pallone – WES

6-0, 6-2

Kahn – SVC

6-2, 5-7, 10-8

Kahn – SVC

6-3, 2-6, 6-4

Capone – W&J

6-2, 6-2

B

Consolation – A

Pallone – WES

1-6, 7-6, 6-4

Capone – W&J

Consolation – B

Third Place

PAC Champion
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SECOND DOUBLE

Stoll / Hinds – GEN

Wolfe / Matczak – THI

Chase / Palmer – W&J

Auman / Woloshun – SVC

Peters / Tetrick – GRO

Hetzer / Zwick – TMC

Sterner / Fling – WES

Limbach / McDonold – WAY

8-3

#1 Seed

#8 Seed

#4 Seed

#5 Seed

#3 Seed

#6 Seed

#2 Seed

#7 Seed

8-6

Stoll/Hinds – GEN

Chase/Palmer – W&J

A

Chase/Palmer – W&J

B

Peters/Tetrick – GRO

8-6

Sterner/Fling – WES

Sterner/Fling – WES

Stoll/Hinds – GEN

Chase/Palmer – W&J

Sterner/Fling – WES

Stoll/Hinds – GEN

Chase/Palmer – W&J

Sterner/Fling – WES

8-5

PAC Champion

WO, PE

Third Place
2014 Presidents’ Athletic Conference (PAC)
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THIRD DOUBLES

Vucenovic / Pallone – WES
#1 Seed

Bullock / Bartoletta – GEN
#8 Seed

DuBrock / Wilson – WAY
#4 Seed

Carlton / Carlton – THI
#5 Seed

Capone / Morrison – W&J
#3 Seed

Liberoni / Gismondi – SVC
#6 Seed

Jones / Thomsen – GRO
#2 Seed

Strickley / Thoerner – TMC
#7 Seed

Vucenovic/Pallone – WES

8-0

A

DuBrock/Wilson – WAY

8-6

Liberoni/Gismondi – SVC

8-6

B

Jones/Thomsen – GRO

8-4

DuBrock/Wilson – WAY

9-7

Jones/Thomsen – GRO

8-3

PAC Champion

Consolation – A

Consolation – B

Third Place